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INTRODUCTION
concentrated on the territory of the medieval order castle. Villem raam conducted largecollected numerous fragments of porcelain and production residue. he also studied 9 m2
duction plant at linnu street 2. since this area is under state protection as an ararchaeological research and monitoring of constructing the extension. the research
and tarvi toome.
HISTORIC BACKGROUND

Mocha).
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Oberpahlen) developed on the left river
bank, its cultural layer may stretch from suursilla to the out-buildings of the for-

the attacking enemy could easily have taken advantage of them. the cultural layer of
have been picked up there, especially by an amateur archaeologist o. raudmets.
hence there must have been a church in the small county at the territory of present

13).

toome 2011a). Unfortunately these observations about the discovered building remains

lord’s family. therefore landlord Jacob heinrich v. lilienfeldt gave some land at the

and its park.
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RESEARCH AT LINNU STREET 2

Fig. 1. Territory of the archaeologically excavated area in Põltsamaa. View from south-west.
Jn 1. Arheoloogiliselt uuritud ala Põltsamaal. Vaade edelast.
Photo / Foto: Tarvi Toome
Fig. 2. Profile of the layer of
the old market town
Põltsamaa. The medieval
and modern cultural
layer are visible above the
natural layer.
Jn 2. Põltsamaa vana alevi
kultuurkihi profiil. Keskja uusaegne kultuurkiht
on jälgitav loodusliku kihi
kohal.
Photo / Foto: Tarvi Toome
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First, in the depth of 30–60 cm a clear

-

second, the site of the medieval
bly the stones have been used as building material over the times. numerous human

church foundation revealed the central
part of the cemetery. here, in the vicinheavily mixed by graves from different

-

the reason for that might be the intense
burials in the immediate vicinity of the
church. the densely buried bodies colFig. 3. Medieval and modern church cemetery in
Põltsamaa. Remains of burial No. I.
View from the west.
Jn 3. Põltsamaa kesk- ja uusaegne kirikukalmistu.
Matuse nr I jäänused. Vaade läänest.
Photo / Foto: Tarvi Toome

the church (lavi & toome 2011a).
tory of the trestle less disturbed burials

stretched on their backs. hence the burials
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Fig. 4. Site of the medieval and modern church and cemetery on the territory of the Kitzinger
0 Progress50AS factory
100m
in Põltsamaa. 1 – site of the medieval and modern church, 2 – burials I–IV discovered in the north-west
fringe of the medieval and modern cemetery, 3 – production plant erected in 2010.
Jn 4. Põltsamaa kesk- ja uusaegse kiriku ja kalmistu asendiplaan AS Kitzinger Progress tehase territooriumil.
1 – kesk- ja uusaegne kirik, 2 – kesk- ja uusaegse kirikukalmistu kirdepoolses ääreosas avastatud matused
I–IV, 3 – 2010. a rajatud tootmishoone.
Drawing / Joonis: Kaja Loodesalu

factory territory. exact dating of the burials is complicated due to the lack of datable
of 103 cm in a clayey sandy soil. no traces indicate that this layer had been penetrated
layer covering it. therefore burials i–iV may be considered as medieval. it is possible
that these burials may have been placed outside consecrated land. Yet, the burials
area (lavi & toome 2011b).
OSTEOLOGICAL MATERIAL
Analyses of the anthropological material discovered during archaeological supervision

the present paper offers the biological age of the deceased, their sex and some pathological and other phenomena and peculiarities on the bones.
Methodology applied
according to the stages of ectocranial and endocranial suture closure (recommenda-
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All pathological changes both in the dental system (caries, tooth stone, reduction
-

General description of the bones
the main results of analyses are presented in table 1. the number of analysed skeletons
Skeleton I
the development of tuberculum conoideum varies individually and is hereditary.
cal stress on the muscle attached to it (lig. conoideum) on clavicle and scapula. From
on the joint surfaces of bones and porosity of vertebra. Also a pathological phenomena –
Pommer’s knots, small holes – occurred around the humerus head. the reconstructed
Skeleton II
Skeleton III

A characteristic feature is the absence of
tooth had never appeared during her lifethe teeth have a severe and uncommon

Fig. 5. Burial No. 3. Signs of Schmorl’s nodes (red
arrow) and osteophytes (blue arrow) on a lower
thoracic vertebra.
Jn 5. Luustik nr III. Rinnalüli, millel on näha
Schmorli sõlmed (punane nool) ja osteofüüdid
(sinine nool).
Photo / Foto: Tarvi Toome
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the post-cranial skeleton bones had
a rather strongly developed muscle attachments sites. the hypertrophy of tuberculum conoideum is apparent on the
observed on the joint surface of the sternal
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old age. Age-related changes may be noted also on other bones, like porosity, changes
around joints, osteophytes on spinal vertebrae, one of the preserved dorsal vertebrae

a moderately developed tooth stone. no teeth displayed any signs of caries. on the left
some porosity on the inner side of the skull, could be observed approximately 1 cm
a trauma.
Skeleton IV

post mortem. the premolar tooth had an anomalous position, being salient from the
bones display signs of degenerative age-related changes like porousness around the hu-

fers to an older age. From hereditary, discretely varying characteristics the skull had

included both age-related deformations on the bones and also changes due to illnesses
Table 1. Data about the burials.
Tabel 1. Andmed matuste kohta.
Compiled by / Koostanud: Leiu Heapost
Burial no. /
Matuse nr

Sex /
Sugu

Age /
Vanus

Approximate depth Stature /
Pathologies /
of burial /
Pikkus-kasv Patoloogiad
Matuse umbkaudne
sügavus

i

Male

ii
iii

Female

100 cm
110 cm

–
–

osteoarthrosis, Pommer’s knots, hypertrophy of
tuberculum conoideum.
Porosity on mandibulae
considerable reduction of alveolar bone, unusual
and heavy attrition, unusual bite, moderate tooth
stone, osteoarthrosis, spondyloarthrosis, schmorl’s

iV

Male

120 cm

169 cm

bone, hypertrophy of tuberculum conoideum.
cribra orbitalia, moderate reduction of alveolar
bone, slight tooth stone, osteoarthrosis
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and accidents. the strong development of bone reliefs (especially in the case of the
i and the iii person) refers to high muscular tension or physical stress that the deof them had any signs of caries or bone damages around the teeth. this may be a chance
people ate a lot of meat and not so much sugar or products containing carbohydrates.
rial for making generalisations about the population. the gathered data is essential for
CONCLUSION

-

some stone buildings.
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PÕLTSAMAA KESKAEGNE ALEV JA KALMISTU
Ain Lavi, Leiu Heapost ja Tarvi Toome

kaldale rajatud ordulinnus. Alevi kultuurkihti ei ole seni arheoloogiliselt uuritud, kuid alalt on saadud
pinnaleide.
-

seoses tehase tootmishoone laiendamisplaaniga toimusid Muinasprojekt oÜ juhatamisel eeluuringud
-

selili-siruli asendis, viidates kristlikule matmistraditsioonile. kuigi haudade uurimisel leiti vaid sepanaelu,

-
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